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Data Mining – Association Rules

Brendan Tierney

The ‘data explosion‘ is one of the reasons companies need tools 

New innovations have enabled more and 

more data to be managed and supported, 

and this data needs to be analyzed 

in order to produce value for an organization.
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What Is Association Mining?

§ Association rule mining:
§ Finding frequent patterns, associations, correlations, or causal structures among 

sets of items or objects in transaction databases, relational databases, and other 
information repositories

Frequent Pattern: A pattern (set of items, sequence, etc.) that 
occurs frequently in a database

Motivations For Association Mining

§ Motivation: Finding regularities in data
§ What products were often purchased together?

§ Beer and nappies!

§ What are the subsequent purchases after buying a PC?
§ What kinds of DNA are sensitive to this new drug?
§ Can we automatically classify web documents?
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Motivations For Association Mining (cont…)

§ Broad applications
§ Basket data analysis, cross-marketing, catalog design, sale campaign analysis
§ Web log (click stream) analysis, DNA sequence analysis, etc.

Case Study

“A bank’s marketing department is interested in examining associations between 
various retail banking services used by customers. They would like to determine 

both typical and atypical service combinations”

§ The BANK data set has over 32,000 rows coming from 8,000 customers. Each row of 
the data set represents a customer-service combination. Therefore, a single customer 
can have multiple rows in the data set, each row representing one of the products he or 
she owns. The median number of products per customer is three

Name Model Role Measurement Level Description
ACCOUNT ID Nominal Account Number 
SERVICE Target Nominal Type of Service
VISIT Sequence Ordinal Order of Product Purchase
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Case Study
§ The 13 products are represented in the data set as follows:

§ ATM automated teller machine debit card
§ AUTO automobile installment loan
§ CCRD credit card
§ CD certificate of deposit
§ CKCRD check/debit card
§ CKING checking account
§ HMEQLC home equity line of credit
§ IRA individual retirement account
§ MMDA money market deposit account
§ MTG mortgage
§ PLOAN personal/consumer installment loan
§ SVG saving account
§ TRUST personal trust account

Case Study (cont…)

§ Rules generated by 
analysis

§ ATM automated teller machine debit card

§ AUTO automobile installment loan

§ CCRD credit card

§ CD certificate of deposit

§ CKCRD check/debit card

§ CKING checking account

§ HMEQLC home equity line of credit

§ IRA individual retirement account

§ MMDA money market deposit account

§ MTG mortgage

§ PLOAN personal/consumer installment loan

§ SVG saving account

§ TRUST personal trust account

What are the most interesting findings ?
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Case Study (cont…)

§ The most interesting findings from the analysis included:
§ The strongest rule is checking, and credit card implies check card. 

§ This is not surprising given that many check cards include credit card logos

§ It appears that customers with auto loans typically have checking and savings 
accounts (and are ATM users), 

§ but do not utilize other services (at least with sufficient support and confidence to be 
included in the presented analysis)

Association Rule: Basic Concepts
§ Given: (1) database of transactions, (2) each transaction is a list of items (purchased by a customer in a 

visit)

§ Find: all rules that correlate the presence of one set of items with that of another set of items
§ E.g., 98% of people who purchase tires and auto accessories also get automotive services 

done

§ Applications
§ Maintenance Agreement (What the store should do to boost Maintenance Agreement sales)
§ Home Electronics (What other products should the store stocks up?)
§ Attached mailing in direct marketing
§ Detecting “ping-pong”ing of patients, faulty “collisions”

14
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Market Basket Analysis

§ Market basket analysis is a typical example of frequent itemset mining
§ Customers buying habits are divined by finding associations between different items 

that customers place in their “shopping baskets”
§ This information can be used to develop marketing strategies 

16

How have these rules / patterns changed over 
the past few years ?
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§ more than just the contents of shopping carts

§ It is also about what customers do not purchase, and why.
§ If customers purchase baking powder, but no flour, what are they baking?
§ If customers purchase a mobile phone, but no case, are you missing an opportunity?

§ It is also about key drivers of purchases; for example, the gourmet mustard that seems 
to lie on a shelf collecting dust until a customer buys that particular brand of special 
gourmet mustard in a shopping excursion that includes hundreds of dollars' worth of 
other products. Would eliminating the mustard (to replace it with a better-selling item) 
threaten the entire customer relationship?

In the USA
Some retails stores are making more money out of your data 
(using it, selling it, etc.) 
than they are through their normal day-to-day business
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Market Basket Analysis (cont…)

Data Preparation
§ Missing items in a collection indicate sparsity. Missing items may be present with a null value, or they may simply be 

missing.
§ Nulls in transactional data are assumed to represent values that are known but not present in the transaction. For example, 

three items out of hundreds of possible items might be purchased in a single transaction. The items that were not purchased 
are known but not present in the transaction.
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Data Preparation
SQL> describe sales_trans_cust
Name                                                  Null?    Type
----------------------------------------------------- -------- ----------------
TRANS_ID                                              NOT NULL NUMBER
PROD_NAME                                             NOT NULL VARCHAR2(50)
QUANTITY                                                       NUMBER

The following SQL statement transforms this data to a column of type DM_NESTED_NUMERICALS in a view 
called SALES_TRANS_CUST_NESTED. This view can be used as a case table for mining.

SQL> CREATE VIEW sales_trans_cust_nested AS
SELECT trans_id,

CAST(COLLECT(DM_NESTED_NUMERICAL(
prod_name, quantity))
AS DM_NESTED_NUMERICALS) custprods

FROM sales_trans_cust
GROUP BY trans_id;

This query returns two rows from the transformed data.

SQL> select * from sales_trans_cust_nested 
where trans_id < 101000
and trans_id > 100997;

TRANS_ID  CUSTPRODS(ATTRIBUTE_NAME, VALUE)
------- ------------------------------------------------
100998   DM_NESTED_NUMERICALS

(DM_NESTED_NUMERICAL('O/S Documentation Set - English', 1)
100999   DM_NESTED_NUMERICALS

(DM_NESTED_NUMERICAL('CD-RW, High Speed Pack of 5', 2),
DM_NESTED_NUMERICAL('External 8X CD-ROM', 1), 
DM_NESTED_NUMERICAL('SIMM- 16MB PCMCIAII card', 1))

Customers

Transactions

Data Preparation – Automatically processed in ODM
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Association Rules:
The Problem of Lots of Data

§ Fast Food Restaurant…could have 100 items on its menu
§ How many combinations are there with 3 different menu items?  
§ 161,700 !

§ Supermarket…10,000 or more unique items
§ 50 million 2-item combinations
§ 100 billion 3-item combinations

§ Use of product hierarchies (groupings) helps address this common issue

§ Finally, know that the number of transactions in a given time-period could also be huge 
(hence expensive to analyse)

Try writing some SQL queries 
to find frequently items sets

for these situations!
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Association Rule Basic Concepts

§ Let I be a set of items {I1, I2, I3,…, Im}
§ Let D be a database of transactions where each transaction T is a set of items such that 

T I
§ So, if A is a set of items, a transaction T is said to contain A if and only if A    T
§ An association rule is an implication A B where A I, B I, and A   B=

Í

Í

Ì Ì Ç fÞ

Itemsets & Frequent Itemsets

§ An itemset is a set of items

§ A k-itemset is an itemset that contains k items

§ The occurrence frequency of an itemset is the number of transactions that contain 
the itemset
§ This is also known more simply as the frequency, support count or count

§ An itemset is said to be frequent if the support count satisfies a minimum support 
count threshold

§ The set of frequent itemsets is denoted Lk
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Frequent Itemset Generation
null

AB AC AD AE BC BD BE CD CE DE

A B C D E

ABC ABD ABE ACD ACE ADE BCD BCE BDE CDE

ABCD ABCE ABDE ACDE BCDE

ABCDE Given d items, there are 2d

possible candidate itemsets

Association Rule Mining

§ In general association rule mining can be reduced to the following two steps:
1. Find all frequent itemsets

§ Each itemset will occur at least as frequently as as a minimum support count

2. Generate strong association rules from the frequent itemsets
§ These rules will satisfy minimum support and confidence measures
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The Apriori Algorithm

§ Any subset of a frequent itemset must be frequent
§ If {beer, nappy, nuts} is frequent, so is {beer, nappy}
§ Every transaction having {beer, nappy, nuts} also contains {beer, nappy} 

§ Apriori pruning principle: If there is any itemset which is infrequent, its 
superset should not be generated/tested!

The Apriori Algorithm (cont…)

§ The Apriori algorithm is known as a candidate generation-and-test
approach

§ Method: 

§ Generate length (k+1) candidate itemsets from length k frequent itemsets

§ Test the candidates against the DB

§ Performance studies show the algorithm’s efficiency and scalability
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The Apriori Algorithm

§ Join Step: Ck is generated by joining Lk-1with itself

§ Prune Step:  Any (k-1)-itemset that is not frequent cannot be a subset of a frequent k-itemset

§ Pseudo-code:
Ck: Candidate itemset of size k
Lk : frequent itemset of size k

L1 = {frequent items};
for (k = 1; Lk !=Æ; k++) do begin

Ck+1 = candidates generated from Lk;
for each transaction t in database do

increment the count of all candidates in Ck+1 that are contained in t
Lk+1 = candidates in Ck+1 with min_support
end

return Èk Lk;

31

The Apriori Algorithm — Example

32

TID Items
100 1 3 4
200 2 3 5
300 1 2 3 5
400 2 5

Database D itemset sup.
{1} 2
{2} 3
{3} 3
{4} 1
{5} 3

itemset sup.
{1} 2
{2} 3
{3} 3
{5} 3

Scan D

C1
L1

itemset
{1 2}
{1 3}
{1 5}
{2 3}
{2 5}
{3 5}

itemset sup
{1 2} 1
{1 3} 2
{1 5} 1
{2 3} 2
{2 5} 3
{3 5} 2

itemset sup
{1 3} 2
{2 3} 2
{2 5} 3
{3 5} 2

L2
C2 C2

Scan D

C3 L3itemset
{2 3 5}

Scan D itemset sup
{2 3 5} 2
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Apriori principle for pruning candidates

Generating Association Rules
§ Once all frequent itemsets have been found, the association rules can be generated

§ Strong association rules from a frequent itemset are generated by calculating the 
confidence in each possible rule arising from that itemset and testing it against a 
minimum confidence threshold
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Example

TID List of item_IDs
T100 Beer, Crisps, Milk
T200 Crisps, Bread
T300 Crisps, Nappies
T400 Beer, Crisps, Bread
T500 Beer, Nappies
T600 Crisps, Nappies
T700 Beer, Nappies
T800 Beer, Crisps, Nappies, Milk
T900 Beer, Crisps, Nappies

ID Item
I1 Beer
I2 Crisps
I3 Nappies
I4 Bread
I5 Milk

Example
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Association Rule Support & Confidence

§ We say that an association rule A B holds in the transaction set D with support, s, and 

confidence, c
§ The support of the association rule is given as the percentage of transactions in D that 

contain both A and B (or A    B)

§ So, the support can be considered the probability P(A    B)

§ The confidence of the association rule is given as the percentage of transactions in D
containing A that also contain B

§ So, the confidence can be considered the conditional probability P(B|A)
§ Association rules that satisfy minimum support and confidence values are said to be strong

Þ

È
È

Support & Confidence Again

§ Support and confidence values can be calculated as follows:

)|()( ABPBAconfidence =Þ

( )
( )

( )
( )Acountsupport
BAcountsupport

Asupport
BAsupport

_
_ È

=

È
=

)()( BAPBAsupport È=Þ

( )
( )count

BAuntsupport_co È
=
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Rule Measures: Support and Confidence
§ Find all the rules X & Y Þ Z with minimum confidence and support

§ support, s, probability that a transaction contains {X � Y � Z}
§ confidence, c, conditional probability that a transaction having {X � Y} also contains Z

39

The picture can't be displayed.

Let minimum support 50%, and minimum 
confidence 50%, we have

A Þ C  (50%, 66.6%)
C Þ A  (50%, 100%)

Customer
buys diaper

Customer
buys both

Customer
buys beer

Mining Association Rules: An Example

Transaction-id Items bought
10 A, B, C
20 A, C
30 A, D
40 B, E, F

Frequent pattern Support
{A} 75%
{B} 50%
{C} 50%

{A, C} 50%

()
}){_)(

count
Ccount({A}support

CAsupport
È

=Þ

})({_
}){_)(

Acountsupport
Ccount({A}support

CAconfidence
È

=Þ

%7.66=

%50=

The Apriori principle:
Any subset of a frequent itemset must be frequent
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Mining Association Rules: An Example (cont…)

Transaction-id Items bought
10 A, B, C
20 A, C
30 A, D
40 B, E, F

Frequent pattern Support
{A} 75%
{B} 50%
{C} 50%

{A, C} 50%

()
}){_)(

count
Acount({C}support

ACsupport
È

=Þ

})({_
}){_)(

Ccountsupport
Acount({C}support

ACconfidence
È

=Þ

%100=

%50=

Support
§ The rule X ⇒ Y holds with supports if s% of transactions in D contain X∪Y.

§ Rules that have a  s greater than a user-specified support is said to have minimum 
support.

§ Support: Support of a rule is a measure of how frequently the items involved in it occur 
together. Using probability notation: support (A implies B) = P(A, B).
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Confidence
§ The rule X⇒Y holds with confidence  c  if c% of the transactions in D that contain X also 

contain Y. 

§ Rules that have a  c  greater than a user-specified confidence is said to have minimum 
confidence.

§ Confidence: Confidence of a rule is the conditional probability of B given A. Using 
probability notation: confidence (A implies B) = P (B given A).

Lift
§ Lift

§ Lift indicates the strength of a rule over the random co-occurrence of the antecedent and the consequent, given their individual support. 
It provides information about the improvement, the increase in probability of the consequent given the antecedent. Lift is defined as 
follows.

§ (Rule Support) /(Support(Antecedent) * Support(Consequent))

§ This can also be defined as the confidence of the combination of items divided by the support of the consequent.

§ Example
§ Convenience store customers who buy orange juice also buy milk with a 75% confidence. 
§ The combination of milk and orange juice has a support of 30%. 

§ This at first sounds like an excellent rule, and in most cases, it would be. It has high confidence and high support. However, what if 
convenience store customers in general buy milk 90% of the time? In that case, orange juice customers are actually less likely to buy milk 
than customers in general.

§ in our milk example, assuming that 40% of the customers buy orange juice, the improvement would be:
§ 30% / (40% * 90%)  =  0.83 – an improvement of less than 1.
§ Any rule with an improvement of less than 1 does not indicate a real cross-selling opportunity, no matter how high its support and 

confidence, because it actually offers less ability to predict a purchase than does random chance.

§ If lift > 1, then items are positively correlated
§ lift < 1, then negatively correlated
§ lift = 1, then are independent
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Association Rules in R
> load ("/Users/brendan.tierney/Dropbox/app/R/titanic.raw.rdata")
> dim(titanic.raw)
[1] 2201    4
> str(titanic.raw)
'data.frame': 2201 obs. of  4 variables:
$ Class   : Factor w/ 4 levels "1st","2nd","3rd",..: 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ...
$ Sex     : Factor w/ 2 levels "Female","Male": 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ...
$ Age     : Factor w/ 2 levels "Adult","Child": 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ...
$ Survived: Factor w/ 2 levels "No","Yes": 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...> head(titanic.raw)

> summary(titanic.raw)
Class         Sex          Age       Survived  
1st :325   Female: 470   Adult:2092   No :1490  
2nd :285   Male  :1731   Child: 109   Yes: 711  
3rd :706                                        
Crew:885 

> plot(titanic)

> head(titanic.raw, 10)

> table(titanic.raw)

Data Source location for example : http://www.rdatamining.com/data/titanic.raw.rdata?attredirects=0&d=1

Association Rules in R
> #install the arules package
> #install.packages('arules')

> library(arules)

> ??arules

> # Finally we get to build the Association Rules
> rules <- apriori(titanic.raw)
Apriori
Parameter specification:
confidence minval smax arem  aval originalSupport maxtime support minlen maxlen

0.8    0.1    1 none FALSE            TRUE       5     0.1      1     10
target   ext
rules FALSE

Algorithmic control:
filter tree heap memopt load sort verbose

0.1 TRUE TRUE  FALSE TRUE    2    TRUE

Absolute minimum support count: 220 

set item appearances ...[0 item(s)] done [0.00s].
set transactions ...[10 item(s), 2201 transaction(s)] done [0.00s].
sorting and recoding items ... [9 item(s)] done [0.00s].
creating transaction tree ... done [0.00s].
checking subsets of size 1 2 3 4 done [0.00s].
writing ... [27 rule(s)] done [0.00s].
creating S4 object  ... done [0.00s].

Data Source location for example : http://www.rdatamining.com/data/titanic.raw.rdata?attredirects=0&d=1
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Association Rules in R
> inspect(rules)

lhs                                   rhs           support   confidence
[1]  {}                                 => {Age=Adult}   0.9504771 0.9504771 
[2]  {Class=2nd}                        => {Age=Adult}   0.1185825 0.9157895 
[3]  {Class=1st}                        => {Age=Adult}   0.1449341 0.9815385 
[4]  {Sex=Female}                       => {Age=Adult}   0.1930940 0.9042553 
[5]  {Class=3rd}                        => {Age=Adult}   0.2848705 0.8881020 
[6]  {Survived=Yes}                     => {Age=Adult}   0.2971377 0.9198312 
[7]  {Class=Crew}                       => {Sex=Male}    0.3916402 0.9740113 
[8]  {Class=Crew}                       => {Age=Adult}   0.4020900 1.0000000 
[9]  {Survived=No}                      => {Sex=Male}    0.6197183 0.9154362 
[10] {Survived=No}                      => {Age=Adult}   0.6533394 0.9651007 
[11] {Sex=Male}                         => {Age=Adult}   0.7573830 0.9630272 
[12] {Sex=Female,Survived=Yes}          => {Age=Adult}   0.1435711 0.9186047 
[13] {Class=3rd,Sex=Male}               => {Survived=No} 0.1917310 0.8274510 
[14] {Class=3rd,Survived=No}            => {Age=Adult}   0.2162653 0.9015152 
[15] {Class=3rd,Sex=Male}               => {Age=Adult}   0.2099046 0.9058824 
[16] {Sex=Male,Survived=Yes}            => {Age=Adult}   0.1535666 0.9209809 
…

Data Source location for example : http://www.rdatamining.com/data/titanic.raw.rdata?attredirects=0&d=1

Association Rules in R
> # We then set rhs=c("Survived=No", "Survived=Yes") in appearance 
> # to make sure that only "Survived=No" and "Survived=Yes" will 
> # appear in the rhs of rules.
> # rules with rhs containing "Survived" only

> rules <- apriori(titanic.raw, parameter = list(minlen=2, supp=0.005, conf=0.8), appearance = list(rhs=c("Survived=No", 
"Survived=Yes"), default="lhs"), control = list(verbose=F))

> rules.sorted <- sort(rules, by="lift")
> inspect(rules.sorted)
lhs                                  rhs            support     confidence

[1]  {Class=2nd,Age=Child}             => {Survived=Yes} 0.010904134 1.0000000 
[2]  {Class=2nd,Sex=Female,Age=Child}  => {Survived=Yes} 0.005906406 1.0000000 
[3]  {Class=1st,Sex=Female}            => {Survived=Yes} 0.064061790 0.9724138 
[4]  {Class=1st,Sex=Female,Age=Adult}  => {Survived=Yes} 0.063607451 0.9722222 
[5]  {Class=2nd,Sex=Female}            => {Survived=Yes} 0.042253521 0.8773585 
[6]  {Class=Crew,Sex=Female}           => {Survived=Yes} 0.009086779 0.8695652 
[7]  {Class=Crew,Sex=Female,Age=Adult} => {Survived=Yes} 0.009086779 0.8695652 
[8]  {Class=2nd,Sex=Female,Age=Adult}  => {Survived=Yes} 0.036347115 0.8602151 
[9]  {Class=2nd,Sex=Male,Age=Adult}    => {Survived=No}  0.069968196 0.9166667 
[10] {Class=2nd,Sex=Male}              => {Survived=No}  0.069968196 0.8603352 
[11] {Class=3rd,Sex=Male,Age=Adult}    => {Survived=No}  0.175829169 0.8376623 
[12] {Class=3rd,Sex=Male}              => {Survived=No}  0.191731031 0.8274510

lift     count
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Data Source location for example : http://www.rdatamining.com/data/titanic.raw.rdata?attredirects=0&d=1
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Sequence Databases and Sequential Pattern Analysis
§ Frequent patterns vs. (frequent) sequential patterns 

§ Applications of sequential pattern mining
§ Customer shopping sequences: 

§ First buy computer, then CD-ROM, and then digital camera, within 3 months.
§ Medical treatment, natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes), science & engineering 

processes, stocks and markets, etc.
§ Telephone calling patterns, Weblog click streams
§ DNA sequences and gene structures

Challenges On Sequential Pattern Mining
§ A huge number of possible sequential patterns are hidden in databases

§ A mining algorithm should 
§ Find the complete set of patterns, when possible, satisfying the minimum support 

(frequency) threshold
§ Be highly efficient, scalable, involving only a small  number of database scans
§ Be able to incorporate various kinds of user-specific constraints 
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Application Difficulties
§ Wal-Mart knows that customers who buy Barbie dolls (it sells one every 20 seconds) 

have a 60% likelihood of buying one of three types of candy bars. 
§ What does Wal-Mart do with information like that?

§ 'I don't have a clue,' says Wal-Mart's chief of merchandising, Lee Scott.

§ By increasing the price of Barbie doll and giving the type of candy bar free, wal-mart can reinforce the buying habits 
of that particular types of buyer

§ Highest margin candy to be placed near dolls.
§ Special promotions for Barbie dolls with candy at a slightly higher margin.
§ Take a poorly selling product X and incorporate an offer on this which is based on buying Barbie and Candy. If the 

customer is likely to buy these two products anyway then why not try to increase sales on X?
§ Probably they can not only bundle candy of type A with Barbie dolls, but can also introduce new candy of Type N in 

this bundle while offering discount on whole bundle. As bundle is going to sell because of Barbie dolls & candy of 
type A, candy of type N can get free ride to customers houses. And with the fact that you like something, if you see it 
often, Candy of type N can become popular.

But
What about privacy issues?

Does this matter?
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SAS Enterprise Miner
§ The Notes webpage has a document for Association Rule Analysis in SAS

§ Take your time completing each step
§ Try to understand what you are doing
§ Don’t just complete a set of sets.

§ Complete the steps in the order and detailed given in the document
§ Otherwise things may go wrong.
§ If things do go wrong, then go back a step (or more) and redo the steps

§ Take your time
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Bank Data Set

Create a new Data Source

You will find Bank in the 
SAS AaemLibrary
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